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Abstract 

Researching is devoted to measuring of reputational ingredients of the enterprise at any moment of the time which allows it to coordinate 
it’s further actions. The measurrment is condacted long-termed perspective on the bases of means through evaluation of the value none 
material actives. Comparing the measuring results work out the decisions connected with the growth or falling popularity of the 
organisation.  
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1 Preconditions for researching appearance 

The majority of typical mechanisms of measuring none 
material actives hinder the workout of the demands 
necessary for the unique measurment of image for newly 
created organisations. On this background traditional means 
of image measurment have not only controdictory character 
but also controdict to each other [1]. 

The research problem lies in inability of conducting the 
image measurement of the organization without 
understanding the reason of its unpopularity as well as 
doubts appearing at its potential participants [2]. 

Thus, object of the research presents by itself process of 
the skill formation, which gives opportunity to find key 
factors of the destruction the image of the organization [3]. 

2 Setting the task of the research 

The propose of the research is the development of the 
procedure, allowing to conduct debugging of the evaluation 

and measuring none material actives of the organization, 
including its image. 

The fundamental aims of the research are: 
• classification of evaluation methods of the 

perspectives of view [4]; 
• detection of imprecision and removal of 

consequences of their corrections;  
• collection and processing of business information, 

on the base, which forms knowledge of contradiction 
supposing changes ; 

• presentation in digital format strategic coordinates of 
the organization’s image. 

Solution of the settled task happens in the course of the 
creating of the scientific research club НИК «ПОИСК» 

3 Research results 

Developed by treatment gives opportunity to define degrees 
of readiness operating club team to escort system of the 
organization on different stages of development. 
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